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Abstract 

This paper proposes and develops a nonparametric statistical procedure for estimating linear trend effect on data 

using nonparametric regression methods based on ranks, assuming one of the sampled populations is a 

measurement on a time scale. The populations of interest may be measurements on as low as the ordinal scale. 

The nonparametric regression-based linear trend estimate is shown to be similar in computation to the 

Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient. Test statistics are developed for testing hypotheses on the linear trend 

effect. Sample data are used to illustrate the proposed method. 
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I. Introduction 

If two random samples of equal size are independently drawn from some continuous populations � and �, and  

if  one  of  the  sampled  populations  �  say, is  a  time  sequence, that  is, if  the  observations  drawn  from  � 

are  time  ordered,  then  a  simple  linear  regression  of  observations  drawn  from the  other  population  �  on  

the  observations  from  � may  be  used  to  determine  whether  there  exists  a  linear  trend  in  the  values  of  

observations  from  �. If  furthermore  population �  can  be  reasonably  assumed  to  be  normally  distributed, 

then  the  usual  parametric ‘�’ test  or  the  ‘�’  test  may  be  used  to  test  for  the  statistical  significance  of  

the  linear  trend (Neter et-al,1983). However  if  these  assumptions  can  not  be validly  made, then  the  

parametric  methods  may  not  be  properly  used. In  these  situations  nonparametric  methods  such  as  the  

runs  test, spearman’s  rank  correlation  coefficient  or  the  Kendall’s  tau  correlation  coefficient 

(Gibbons,1971; Seigel, 1956) would  then  be  the  method  of  choice. We  in  this  paper,  propose  to  develop  

an  alternative  statistical  method  for  estimating  linear  trend  as  a  nonparametric  regression  problem  based  

on  ranks. 

 

II. The Proposed Method 

Suppose  ��   is the ith observation in a random sample of size  �  drawn from populations  �  and  ��  is the ith 

observation in a random sample also of size  �  independently drawn from population �,	for		� � 1,2…�. 

Populations �  and �  may  be  measurements  on  as  low  as  the  ordinal  scale  and  need  not  be  continuous  

or  assumed  to  follow  any  probability  distribution  form. For  the  purpose  of  this  paper  we  assume  that  

all  the  observation  have  been  converted  into  ranks  and  that  one  of  the  populations � say, is a time 

sequence so that the observations  ��   are time ordered. We may therefore here assume, without loss of generality, 

that   �� � � for	� � 1,2, … , �  where  �  is indexed in time. Hence the rank of  ��   is		��� � �. Let ���  be  

the  rank  assigned  to  ��  ranked  from  the  smallest  to  the  largest observation, the  ���  observation  drawn  

from  population  �.     
Now to present the estimation of linear trend as a nonparametric regression problem we here fit a simple linear 

regression model of the ranks ��� of ��	drawn from population � as the dependent variable regressing on the 

ranks ���  = �  of ��  drawn from the time ordered population �  as the independent variable, obtaining the 

regression model 

 ��� �	∝ 	�	�� � ��   .   .   .  (1) 

Where	∝ ���	� are regression parameters, with � being the slope, and 	�� is the error term, with ����� �0,  !�	� � 1, 2. . . . . ..n 

Since population � is a time sequence or time ordered, the slope or regression coefficient � is also interpreted as 

a measure of linear trend, that is the effect of the time variable  � on population �. 
Applying the usual least squares method of estimation to equation 1, we obtain an unbiased estimate of the linear 

trend � as 
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∑ �	#$%&'()* ∑ � ∑ +$%''()*'()*
∑ �,'$)* &-∑ $'.)* /,

'
  .    .   . (2)

  

Now since	���		 � 0	���	��� are each permutations of the first n positive integers, we have that  

∑ ��� � ∑ ��� � 1�123�
415631563   .   .   . (3) 

And  

∑ ��4 �	∑ �4 � ∑ ���4 	 � 1�123��4123�
7 		156315631563   .  .  . (4) 

Hence using Equations 3 and 4 in Equation 2 we have that the estimated simple linear regression coefficient or 

trend value is 

8 � 	 ∑ �#$%&'	�'9*�,:'()*
'-',;*/*,

� 34<∑ �#$%&	'�'9*�,:'()* =
1�1,&3�   .  .  . (5) 

Equation 5 provides an estimate, b, of the linear trend or time effect of the time ordered sampled population � 

on the sampled population �. 

Equation 5 however can be further simplified as follows.  

Let ��	be the difference between the ranks assigned to ��	and ��	�>��	�?, 0�� 

�� � � @	���    .    .   . (6) 

for � � 1,2…�	 
Then, 

∑ ���� � 1�123��4123�
7 @ ∑ A$,'$)*41563   .   .   . (7)    

Now using equation 7 in Equation 5, which yields, after simplification 

 8 � 1 @ 7∑ A$,'$)*1�1,&3�                                                                                                                     (8) 

(Equation 8 is seen to be, infact, the same expression often used for the calculation of Spearman’s Rank 

Correlation Coefficient between two ranked data (Siegel,1956[3]). Viewed as a regression coefficient, the 

estimated trend value ′8′ could conceivably assume all possible values on the real line. However, in reality as a 

correlation coefficient its value would range only from -1 to +1 inclusively. The trend value is 0 if there is no 

association and assumes the values -1 and +1 respectively if there is perfect indirect and perfect direct 

association between �	���	the time axis. The F-test is used to test the null hypothesis that the linear trend 

model fits, that is, the null hypothesis that no trend exists in the data (Ho: � � 0�. If Ho is rejected, in which 

case there exist some trend in the data, so that � B 0	then the t- test may be used to determine whether the trend 

value is consistent with some hypothesised value �C	?��. 
The constant term or the so called “intercept” is � � �D � �123��3&E�

4  . .   (9) 

Hence the fitted or predicted linear trend line is 

 �̂�� � 123	
4 � 8 G� @ 123

4 H � �� � 1��1 @ 8� � 8�                                                          (10) 

Note that an interesting feature of the non parametric approach to the estimation of linear trend is that for a given 

sample size or time point n, once an appropriate trend value ‘b’ is available, perhaps obtained from a related 

previous study, then equation 10 may be used to predict the rank and hence estimate the associate value of the 

time dependent variable �� at a  desired time ‘� ′. Then if there is no trend in  � the corresponding population 

value of 8, namely	� would be expected to be zero. But a more general null hypothesis, Ho that would need to 

be tested is  
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Ho:	� � �C		L��?M?	N3:	� B �C,  .   .   . (11) 

Where �C may be any real number between @1	��� � 1 which also includes 0. 

Two methods will be presented here for testing Ho, namely the Fisher’s F- test using analysis of variance 

approach and the usual ′�′ test. 

Note that in terms of ranks, the regression sum of squares SSR for a simple linear regression model is  

OOP � 8 G∑ ���� @	∑ � ∑ #$%1156315631563 H � 8 G1-1,&3/34 @ ∑ A$,'()*4 H  . . . (12) 

With 1 degree of freedom, 

Where �� is given in equation 6. 

Also the total sum of squares is  

OOQ � ∑ ���4 @	 -∑ #$%RS)* /,
11563 � 1-1,&3/

34     .  .  . (13)

 With � @ 1	��T���?	! 	 ���!U. 
Finally the sum of squares error SSE is  

OO�	 � 	 OOQ	– 	OOP � WX���4
1

563
@ -∑ ���1563 /4� Y @ bWXi��� @Xi

\

]63

\

]63
	Xr]_n
\

]63
Y	 

That is  

 OO�	 � 	 1-1,&3/�3&E�	34 � 8∑ A$,41�63    .  .  .               (14) 

Or equivalently 

 OO�	 � 	 1-1,&3/	-3&E,/34  .   .   .               (15) 

With �� @ 1� @ 1 � � @ 2	degrees of freedom, since  

∑ ���� @ ∑ #$%11�63 � 8 <∑ �4 @ -∑ �'()* /,
11563 =1563 � E1-1,&3/

34    . . .                (16) 

So that an alternative expression for the regression sum of squares (equation 12) is  

OOP	 � 	 1-1,&3/	E,34   .    .   .                (17) 

These results are summarized in the Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA) table (table 1) below 
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Table 1: ANOVA table for use in testing for linear trend 

Source of 

Variation 

Sum of Squares (SS) Degree of 

Freedom (df) 

Means Squares (MS) F- Ratio 

Trend 

(Regression) OOP � 	���4 @ 1�	8412  
1 aOP	 � 	���4 @ 1�8412  

 

b
�

	84�1 @ 84�� @ 2  
Error OO�	

� 	���4 @ 1��1 @	84�12  

� @ 2 aOP	
� 	���4 @ 1��1 @	84�12�� @ 2�  

Total OOQ	 � 	���4 @ 1�12  
� @ 1  

 

Notice that the proportion of the total variation in the ranks of � explained by the fitted trend line is  

P4 � ccd
cce � 84      .   .  .  (18) 

This is the familiar coefficient of determination in the parametric analysis of variance parlance. 

which results of table 1 may be used to test the null hypothesis of no trend. That is the null hypothesis that there 

is no trend in the values of population Y �Nf: � � 0�. The null hypothesis Nf is rejected at the  level of 

significance if the calculated  F-ratio is greater than the tabulated F value with 1 and	� @ 2  degrees of freedom, 

that is if 

b g b�3&∝,3,1&4�     .    .  .  (19) 

Otherwise Nf is accepted. 

If Nf is rejected then one may proceed to test some null hypothesis that the trend � has some hypothesized 

value �C (equation11). To do this we note that 

L���8� � hci
∑ ��&��,'$)* � hci

∑ 	�$		,&j∑ k*'$)*' l,'$)*
  

Or using Equations 3 and 4 

L���8� � hci
'-',;*/*,

	    .   .  . (20) 

Or using the value of aO� in table 1 we have that  

 L���8� � 3&E,
1&4  .   .    . (21) 

Now for sufficiently large ��� g 10� (Siegel, 1956)  

the statistic � � E&mnopq#�E� � E&mn
r*;s,';,

	 =  
√\&4�u&vn�√3&u,  .  .   . (22) 

has approximately the student � distribution with � @ 2 degrees of freedom and may be used to test the null 

hypothesis of equation 11.  

N! is rejected at the  level of significance if  � g �G3&wwx, ,1&4H . .  . (23) 

Otherwise Ho is accepted 

A problem that often arise in nonparametric regression is converting predicted or estimated ranks  �̂�� (equation 

10) back to their corresponding predicted or estimated values of the original variables Y. This problem may be 

solved using interpolation. 
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Thus, suppose  �y and �z are the observed sample values of the dependent variable  � with assigned ranks �y� 

and �z� respectively. Furthermore, suppose the rank predicted for a predicted t
th

    value �D� of the dependent 

variable 	� is �̂��	which is found to be closer in value to �y than to �z, then the predicted or estimated value of Y 

at point or condition namely �D�	 is calculated as 

�D� � <#̂.%&#{%#|%&#{%=	�y �	<1 @ -#̂.%&#{%/#|%&#{% =�z   .  .  . (24) 

 !�	� � 1,2, … .. 
This estimate is sufficiently reliable if the value to be predicted is within or close to the possible range of 

observed values of the dependent variable.  

 

III. Illustrative Example 

A research scientist working with students is interested in performing an experiment that requires the result to be 

strictly confidential. His laboratory can only be used by one student at a time each day. However the researcher 

has reasons to believe that students who used the laboratory earlier are passing information to those who used the 

laboratory later. To check his suspicions the researcher selects a random sample of ten students and arranges for 

them to perform a certain experiment in the laboratory each on a different day.  Each student is cautioned not to 

tell any person about the nature of the laboratory experiment. The scores earned by the students (out of 

maximum of a 100 points) and the days they perform the experiment are presented in table 2 below 

Table 2: Day (X) of Experiments and Score (Y) by a Random Sample of Students in a Laboratory Class  

S/No  

(i) 

Day (X)  of 

Experiment �}~� 

Student 

Score ��~� 

Rank of }~  ��~} � ~� 

Rank of  �~  ��~�� 

Difference 

between Ranks -�~ � ~ @�~�/ 

Square of difference 

between Ranks 

 �~� � -~ @ �~�/� 

1 1 60 1 1 0 0 

2 2 62 2 2 0 0 

3 3 64 3 3 0 0 

4 4 67 4 6 -2 4 

5 5 65 5 4 1 1 

6 6 66 6 5 1 1 

7 7 68 7 7 0 0 

8 8 70 8 9 -1 1 

9 9 71 9 10 -1 1 

10 10 69 10 8 2 4 

     Total 12.0 

 

Note that days,	�, of experiment for this example are time ordered. Hence the null hypothesis to be tested here is 

that students score in the laboratory experiment is not affected by the day in which the experiment is performed, 

that is that there is no association between day of experiment and students score in the experiment �NC: � �	�C � 0; 	��M���!�	11� 

To test Nf using the proposed method we first rank the days students performed the experiment from day 1, 
ranked 1 through day 10, ranked 10 and also their corresponding   scores ranked from the lowest �60�assigned 

the rank of 1 through the highest score �71�  assigned the rank of 10 .The results of these rankings, the 

differences between the pairs of ranks �� and the squares of these differences ��4 are shown in Table	2.From the 

last column of this table we calculate that ∑ ��43C563 � 12.0. 

Now using this value in Equation 8	with � � 10 we obtain an estimate of the trend effect of day on students 
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score as 

8 � 1 @ 6�12.0�10�100 @ 1� � 1 @ 72990 � 1 @ 0.073 � 0.927 

The size and sign of 8 a positive sign suggest that day a student performs the experiment in the laboratory and 

the students score are strongly and directly related with an estimated simple regression coefficient or trend effect 

of 0.927. Interpreted, this would mean that students score on the average increases by about 92.7 percent for 

every one additional day students perform the experiment. 

To determine whether the trend effect is statistically different from zero we would first obtain the sums of 

squares shown in the analysis of variance table (table 1) as follows. From equation 	12 or Table 1 we have that 

OOP � ��C
34 �0.927�4 � 82.5 � 0.9274 � 70.895  with  degree of freedom. Also from 

equation 11 we have that 

OOQ � ��C
34 � 82.50    with  degrees of freedom. 

And from equation	14 we have that  

OO� � 82.50 @ 70.895 � 11.605      with  degrees of freedom. 

These results are summarized in Table 3 

Table 3: Analysis of Variance Table to Test for Linear Trend in Students score in an Experiment 

Sources of 

Variation 

Sum of 

Squares ���� 

Degree of 

Freedom ���� 

Mean Sum of 

Squares ����  

F-Ratio P-Value 

Trend 

(Regression) 

70.895 1 70.895 48.859 0.0000 

Error 11.605 8 1.451   

Total 82.50 9    

  

We have from Table 3 that b � 48.859�� @ L�0M� � 0.0000� with 1 and 8 degrees of freedom which is 

statistically significant. Hence we would reject the null  hypothesis �N!: � � !� of  no  trend  effect  of  day  

on  students  Score  in  the  experiment . 

Having confirmed his suspicion that students, who perform the  experiment  earlier  may  be  providing  

information  to  students  who  perform  the  experiment  later, the    research  scientist  may  in  fact  wish  to  

hypothesize  the  likely  effect  this  would  have  on  students’  scores  in  the  experiment. 

Suppose the researcher believes  that  students  performance  in  the  laboratory  experiment  increases  on  the  

average  by  50 percent  for  every  one  additional  day  students  spend  performing  the  experiment. 

That is the value of   �C  in Equation  11	 is  0.50.  
To test this null hypothesis we have from Equation 22 with 

  oL���8�  =  r3&�C.�4��,
3C&4 �	√0.018 � 0.134,	 that is 

t � 		 0.929 @ 0.500.134 			� 				 0.4270.134 			� 		3.187�p @ value	 � 	0.0069� 

which  with     degrees  of  freedom  is  statistically  significant  at  the    percent   level  -��C.���;�� 	�2.3060/. Even  with  ßC60.60  the  null hypothesis  is  still  rejected �� � 2.440�  showing  that  the  

arrangement  by  which  students  serially  perform  the  experiment  by  days  is  strongly  favorable  to  students  

performing  the  experiment  later. In fact it will seem that 62.0  percent is the least values  the  research  

scientist  could  hypothesize  for �  for  the  null  hypothesis  of  equation   to  be  accepted. �� � 2.291� 

Now from equation   we have that � �	∝	� � 5.5�1 @ 0.927� 	� 0.402. Hence  the  fitted  trend  line 
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���M���!�	10� is � �̂��0.4 � 0.9	�. Using  this  equation  we  estimate  the  score  by  a  student  who  

performed  the  experiment  at  the 11��   day  with �̂�� � 10.3		�?		�D33 � �1.3��71� � �@0.3��70� �71.3  percent. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

This  paper has  presented  and  discussed  a  nonparametric  statistical  method  for estimating ‘Trend’ effects  in  

data  converted to ranks, using nonparametric regression procedures. The estimated effect is similar in its 

calculation to the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between two rank samples. An analysis of variance b- 

test is developed and used for testing the consistency of the data with fitted simple linear nonparametric 

regression model and for testing the existence of linear trend. If a trend is found to exist then that test is used to 

test the validity of any hypothesized value for this effect.  
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